
HOW TO SEIZE THE OPPORTUNITY OF INVESTING
IN EQUITY VOLATILITY ?

ASTONISHING EQUITY 

VOLATILITY RESILIENCE

Volatility primarily depends on the

uncertainty surrounding the formation

of financial asset prices. Monetary

tightening, by reducing available

liquidity, can hinder price formation

and cause abrupt price adjustments

and thus excessive volatility. The

confidence crisis in the US regional

banking system has added a

dimension to this phenomenon of

uncertainty but the volatility of

equities has remained relatively

reduced compared to previous stress

episodes. In the common horizons of

1 to 3 months, the implied volatility of

equities quickly returned to its

average close to 20%. The banking

risk did not spread despite fears of a

hard landing caused by bank credit

rationing. The low volatility of equities

is all the more paradoxical as the

volatility of interest rates has soared.

While persistent inflation may

prolong the monetary cycle, it also

protects corporate profits by

increasing revenues and provide

room for maneuver in pricing of

goods and services. This raises

questions about the hierarchy and

relative risk differences in an

environment of sustained inflation.

That said, the volumes of 0-day to

expiry options (0DTE) traded on the

markets have exploded. On this very

short-term horizon, volatility appears

much stronger resulting in sharp

market intraday turnarounds. The

horizon of hedging strategies has

shortened to a degree. This also

explains the apparent weakness in

the most popular volatility indices.

LOOKING BACK OVER A 

DECADE OF VOLATILITY

For over a decade, volatility among

equity markets was structurally low,

resulting from the zero interest rate

policies put in place by the central

banks, which had driven investors

towards an all-out search for yield.

Under this scenario, the slightest

downturn in equities was capitalized

upon to gain further exposure, limiting

the average daily variation in the major

equity indices to around +/- 0.5%. On

the flipside however, short-lived

spikes in volatility occurred

occasionally.

More recently, the central banks have

been obliged to begin aggressively

hiking their rates, in order to combat

inflation. As a result, equity volatility

has trended towards a regime which is

more in line with long-term averages

(in principle +/- 1% to 1.5% average

daily variation for the major indices).

Generally, a hike in interest rates

translates into equity price variability

with a lag of 24 months but, this time

around, the trend has been

accelerated by the unusual pace and

scale of the central banks’ intervention.

This change in paradigm is gradually

creating opportunities in volatility.

Investors have once again started

buying hedging options for their equity

portfolios. The counterparty market

makers who are selling these options

are demanding increasingly higher

premiums to accept the downside risk

being transferred to them. Lastly, for

both buyers and sellers, the volatility

asset class is regaining an appeal it

has not enjoyed for a long time.

HOW TO INVEST IN EQUITY 

VOLATILITY ? 

The volatility risk premium represents

the premium that investors are

prepared to pay to gain protection

against major market movements.

The current uncertainty among

investors, regarding future inflation

outlook and over global growth,

exacerbates this bias and tends to

increase the volatility risk premium.

To capture this, we are focusing on

the main international equity indices

(via highly liquid listed options) and

proposing a quantitative approach

based on a model with a clear

contrarian bias, aiming to be less

impacted by market drawdowns than

we capitalize on rallies. Depending

on market conditions, the model

allocates between two short volatility

strategies: either a non-directional

premium accumulation strategy,

known as a carry strategy, which

mitigates the impact of a potential fall

in the market; or a short put option

directional strategy to capitalize on

market rallies. At the end of March,

we were clearly in favour of the

directional strategy, but the carry

strategy may become more attractive

once again if the markets revert to a

low volatility regime in the future.

With our Volatility Risk Premium

strategy, investors seek to capitalize

on opportunities generated through

dynamic volatility management. The

aim is also to diversify their

allocations, with a risk profile in the

income product family, evolving

between equities and high yield

credit, but without duration risk,

which is relatively rare for an income

product.
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ADDITIONAL NOTES
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This document is intended for professional, in accordance with MIFID. It may not be used for any purpose other than that for which it was
conceived and may not be copied, distributed or communicated to third parties, in part or in whole, without the prior written authorization of
Ostrum Asset Management.

None of the information contained in this document should be interpreted as having any contractual value. This document is produced purely for
the purposes of providing indicative information. This document consists of a presentation created and prepared by Ostrum Asset Management
based on sources it considers to be reliable.

Ostrum Asset Management reserves the right to modify the information presented in this document at any time without notice, which under no
circumstances constitutes a commitment from Ostrum Asset Management.

The analyses and opinions referenced herein represent the subjective views of the author(s) as referenced, are as of the date shown and are
subject to change without prior notice. There can be no assurance that developments will transpire as may be forecasted in this material. This
simulation was carried out for indicative purposes, on the basis of hypothetical investments, and does not constitute a contractual agreement
from the part of Ostrum Asset Management.

Ostrum Asset Management will not be held responsible for any decision taken or not taken on the basis of the information contained in this
document, nor in the use that a third party might make of the information. Figures mentioned refer to previous years. Past performance does not
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time. Reference to a ranking and/or an award does not indicate the future performance of the UCITS/AIF or the fund manager.

Under Ostrum Asset Management’s social responsibility policy, and in accordance with the treaties signed by the French government, the funds
directly managed by Ostrum Asset Management do not invest in any company that manufactures, sells or stocks anti-personnel mines and
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Natixis Investment Managers

This material has been provided for information purposes only to investment service providers or other Professional Clients, Qualified or
Institutional Investors and, when required by local regulation, only at their written request. This material must not be used with Retail Investors.

To obtain a summary of investor rights in the official language of your jurisdiction, please consult the legal documentation section of the
website (im.natixis.com/intl/intl-fund-documents)

In the E.U.: Provided by Natixis Investment Managers International or one of its branch offices listed below. Natixis Investment Managers
International is a portfolio management company authorized by the Autorité des Marchés Financiers (French Financial Markets Authority - AMF)
under no. GP 90-009, and a public limited company (société anonyme) registered in the Paris Trade and Companies Register under no. 329
450 738. Registered office: 43 avenue Pierre Mendès France, 75013 Paris. Italy: Natixis Investment Managers International Succursale Italiana,
Registered office: Via San Clemente 1, 20122 Milan, Italy. Netherlands: Natixis Investment Managers International, Nederlands (Registration
number 000050438298). Registered office: Stadsplateau 7, 3521AZ Utrecht, the Netherlands. Spain: Natixis Investment Managers International
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In Switzerland: Provided for information purposes only by Natixis Investment Managers, Switzerland Sàrl, Rue du Vieux Collège 10, 1204
Geneva, Switzerland or its representative office in Zurich, Schweizergasse 6, 8001 Zürich.

In the British Isles: Provided by Natixis Investment Managers UK Limited which is authorised and regulated by the UK Financial Conduct
Authority (register no. 190258) - registered office: Natixis Investment Managers UK Limited, One Carter Lane, London, EC4V 5ER. When
permitted, the distribution of this material is intended to be made to persons as described as follows: in the United Kingdom: this material is
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to be communicated to and/or directed at professional investors only; in Guernsey: this material is intended to be communicated to and/or
directed at only financial services providers which hold a license from the Guernsey Financial Services Commission; in Jersey: this material is
intended to be communicated to and/or directed at professional investors only; in the Isle of Man: this material is intended to be communicated
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authorised under section 8 of the Insurance Act 2008.

In the DIFC: Provided in and from the DIFC financial district by Natixis Investment Managers Middle East (DIFC Branch) which is regulated by
the DFSA. Related financial products or services are only available to persons who have sufficient financial experience and understanding to
participate in financial markets within the DIFC, and qualify as Professional Clients or Market Counterparties as defined by the DFSA. No other
Person should act upon this material. Registered office: Unit L10-02, Level 10 ,ICD Brookfield Place, DIFC, PO Box 506752, Dubai, United
Arab Emirates

In Japan: Provided by Natixis Investment Managers Japan Co., Ltd. Registration No.: Director-General of the Kanto Local Financial Bureau
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